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Gifts
There you are sitting at your desk, wondering 

what you should get your business partners and 

colleagues for the upcoming holidays. Just when 

you thought all hope was lost as you perused 

endless websites for the perfect end-of -year gift, 

along comes the Enjoy Gifts magazine: a favoured 

periodical publication that showcases some of the 

most desired seasonal products on offer, ideal for 

when you’re stumped on what gifts you’ll be giving 

for the holidays.

You’ll notice that this year’s edition purveys the 

importance of inspiration. When it comes to 

promotional items, we want you to be inspired. 

That’s why we’re offering a delightful range of 

products for you to choose from in order to 

get your brand the visibility it deserves, your 

colleagues the presents they worked hard for, 

and your business partners wonderful gifts as a 

token of your appreciation and gratitude for their 

renewed trust in you. 

Take a look inside at our varied yet selective range 

of high-quality products. 

Enjoy!
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

1  10054300 BULLET SUSSIX SPECKLED MUG A trendy, ceramic mug with a speckled finish. Can contain up to 325 ml of your favourite 
beverage and is dishwasher safe. Comes in white carton box.          2  10053800 AVENUE GLIMPSE SEE-TROUGH CERAMIC MUG A 
glossy, ceramic mug with a unique, see-through Morse code design. Can contain up to 470 ml of your favourite beverage and is dishwasher safe. 
Comes in an Avenue gift box.  3  10053700 AVENUE TAHOE TEA AND COFFEE CERAMIC MUG WITH WOOD LID A vintage-looking, ceramic 
mug featuring an innovative groove on top for holding tea bags. Spill resistant, dishwasher safe, and can contain up to 470 ml of your favourite 
tea. Comes in an Avenue gift box.     

FIND THE PERFECT GIFT
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10052202 BULLET PIX SUBLIMATION COLOUR POP MUG This 
classically designed ceramic mug can be sublimated to anyone's 
liking. Comes with matching coloured interior and external handle 
and can contain up to 330 ml. Comes in a white carton box.   

           

10052402 BULLET PIXI MINI SUBLIMATION COLOUR 
POP MUG This ceramic mug can be sublimated to 
anyone's liking. Comes with matching coloured interior 
and external handle and can contain up to 250 ml. Comes 
in a white carton box.          

10052903 AVENUE STONE CERAMIC MUG A ceramic mug with a 
matte finish and a campfire pattern. It's dishwasher safe and can 
contains up to 590 ml. Comes in an Avenue gift box.        

10054101 AVENUE GLITZ IRIDESCENT MUG An iridescent, 
ceramic mug, which can contain up to 420 ml and is dishwasher 
safe. Comes in an Avenue gift box.        

10054203 BULLET CERAMIC CAMPFIRE 
MUG A vintage-looking, ceramic mug. Can 
contain up to 310 ml and is dishwasher 
safe. Comes in a white carton box.   

         

10054402 BULLET PERK 
COLOURED ESPRESSO MUG A 

ceramic, espresso mug with trendy, 
coloured finishes. It's dishwasher 

safe and can contain up to 80 ml. 
Comes in a white carton box.   

       

10052502 BULLET NADU MUG WITH 
SPOON An en-vogue, ceramic mug 
with an integrated spoon holder in the 
handle. It features a matching coloured 
interior and spoon and can contain up 
to 250 ml. Dishwasher safe. Comes in a 
white carton box.            
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1  11293200 BULLET SEASONAL STAR ORNAMENT Star ornament with string for decorating. Comes in a black gift box.  2  11293300 BULLET 
SEASONAL CACTUS ORNAMENT Cactus ornament with string for decorating. Comes in a black gift box.  3  11293100 BULLET SEASONAL 
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENT Christmas tree ornament with string for decorating. Comes in a black gift box. 

10248800 BULLET FELT BOARD Decorate this 
felt board with a personal message. Includes 
170 letters and symbols. Comes in a black gift 
box. 

12038000 BULLET CHRISTMAS COLOURING 
BAG A drawstring backpack with a holiday 

themed colouring panel on the front. Includes 4 
felt tip pens (red, green, blue, yellow). 

12039401 BULLET ALLOY LAMINATED 
SHOPPER TOTE A lightweight, flexible 
shopping tote with a laminated and shiny 
metallic appearance.       

DECK THE HALLS

1

2

3
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4  10249100 BULLET PAINT AN ORNAMENT Ceramic ornament painting set including paint brush, and blue, red, and green paint. Great for the 
holidays. Comes in a brown gift box.  5  11293000 BULLET SEASONAL PINEAPPLE ORNAMENT Pineapple ornament with string for decorating. 
Comes in a black gift box.  6  10249200 BULLET PAINT A CHRISTMAS TREE Ceramic tree painting set including paint brush, and blue, red, and 
green paint. Great for the holidays. Comes in a brown gift box.  7  10249000 BULLET PAINT A SNOWMAN Ceramic snowman painting set 
including paint brush, and blue, red, and green paint. Great for the holidays. Comes in a brown gift box. 

8  10051802 AVENUE VASA AURORA COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED BOTTLE This insulated bottle has a 
psychedelic look, is made from stainless steel, and has a 
copper plated inner wall. Hot beverages are kept warm 
for 12 hours, and cold ones cool for 48 hours. Hold up to 
500ml. Comes in an Avenue gift box.     

10  10051500 AVENUE VASA WOOD COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED BOTTLE This insulated bottle has a natural 
wooden look, is made from stainless steel, and has a 
copper plated inner wall. Hot beverages are kept warm 
for 12 hours, and cold ones cool for 48 hours. Hold up to 
500ml. Comes in an Avenue gift box.  

9  10051400 AVENUE VASA MARBLE COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED BOTTLE This insulated bottle has a natural 
stone look, is made from stainless steel, and has a copper 
plated inner wall. Hot beverages are kept warm for 12 
hours, and cold ones cool for 48 hours. Hold up to 
500ml. Comes in an Avenue gift box.  

9
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

1  10052800 BULLET ATLANTIC VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE This vacuum insulated bottle features a double-walled construction, a twist-on 
lid, and a carabiner. It keeps 530 ml of content warm for 5 hours and cool for 15 hours.          2  12037803 BULLET FRODEAU TOILETRY 
BAG Release the drawstrings on this toiletry bag to unfold it and access your products. Pull the drawstrings to close it back up.         
3  12039202 BULLET STRATTA 15” COMPUTER BACKPACK A laptop backpack with a large main compartment and 15" laptop sleeve. Also 

equipped with adjustable shoulder straps, front zippered pocket, and a lash tag to fasten equipment.  4  12038300 BULLET HEATHERED 
LUGGAGE TAG Flip this luggage tag open and fill in your personal details.      5  12394500 AVENUE ALUMINUM RING PHONE HOLDER Use 
this aluminium ring as a surface stand for your smartphones or use it to get a better grip. It can be rotated 360 degrees and has an adhesive 
rear, attaching it firmly to the back of any device.    6  3821025 ELEVATE SURREY CREW SWEATER Regular Fit/ 300 g/m²/ Flat knit rib 
V-insert at centre front/ Brushed inside.                 
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HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

13495102 BULLET SHIELD RFID 
CARDHOLDER This secure, 
electromagnetic cardholder 
provides protections against 
payment frauds and identity 
theft. The cardholder can hold up 
to 3 cards and can be placed on 
the back of smartphones.  

     

12393900 AVENUE STIR 
MAGNETIC WIRELESS PHONE 
MOUNT This phone mount can 
be easily attached to your car 
vent and can wirelessly charge 
your device at the same time. 
Compatible with all smartphones 
that support wireless charging. 
Micro-USB to USB cable included.       

12038801 AVENUE OVERLAND 17” TSA 
COMPUTER BACKPACK W/ USB PORT A sleek, 
17” laptop backpack with a USB port and cable. 
Equipped with additional zippered pockets, 
grab handles, and padded shoulder straps. Easy 
to carry around.     

12038500 BULLET VOYAGER DRAWSTRING 
SPORTSPACK A drawstring backpack with a 
large main compartment and two zippered 
mesh pockets.         

12038401 BULLET HEATHERED CARD 
HOLDER A card holder with 5 separate card 
compartments.     

12038201 BULLET HEATHERED COSMETIC 
BAG This bag will hold all of your essential 
cosmetics.     

12038101 BULLET HEATHERED PASSPORT 
COVER Extend your passport's lifetime with 
this protective cover.     
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

1  10224100 BULLET TERRY TREX A plush dinosaur that's soft enough to hug and cool enough to promote your brand on. Includes a white 
bandana to display personalised messages.  2  10224000 BULLET FLAMINGO A plush flamingo that's soft enough to hug and cool enough to 
promote your brand on. Includes a white bandana to display personalised messages.  3  10223900 BULLET HEF BEAR A plush animal that's soft 
enough to hug and cool enough to promote your brand on. Includes a white bandana to display personalised messages.  4  10722400 BULLET 
JUNGLE STICKY NOTES An A6-sized notebook with sticky notes. Includes 60 blank sheets of paper and 20 sticky notes. 

FRIENDLY WILDLIFE
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10722104 BULLET MINDY 8-PIECE PENCIL CASE SET A 
pencil case with 2 ballpoint pens (1 black,1 blue), 2 pencils, a 
ruler, a sharpener, and an eraser.             

10223704 BULLET PIGGY BANK A piggy 
bank with a lid to keep your savings safe.   

                 

10223602 BULLET AFFIE DUCK A floating duck to 
keep you company during bath time.          

10714100 BULLET FLOWER HIGHLIGHTER A flower 
shaped highlighter with five different colours including 
orange, pink, blue, green, and yellow. 

3821333 ELEVATE ARORA HOODED FULL ZIP KIDS SWEATER Regular Fit/ 
300 g/m²/ 2x2 Rib knit side panels, waistband and cuffs/ Antique silver eyelets 
with engraved logo.                     
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

1  11294700 SEASONS CHOCOLATE FONDUE SET A chocolate fondue set for two. The set includes a 340 ml glass bowl, a porcelain warmer, 
and two bamboo forks. Presented in a Seasons gift box.  2  11295200 AVENUE 2-PIECE BAMBOO AMUSE SET  ROUND Two round, bamboo 
amuse-bouche plates perfect for serving finger food. Presented in an Avenue gift box. 
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11294000 AVENUE APPETIZER SET Appetiser 
set with a bamboo plate, six coloured cocktail 
sticks, and a white ceramic bowl. Presented in 
an Avenue gift box. 

11293500 AVENUE VACUUM 
COPPER INSULATED FOOD 
CONTAINER This food container 
is double-walled and vacuum-
insulated, ensuring 400 ml of 
content are kept warm for up to 8 
hours and cold for up to 24 hours. 
The wide opening makes filling 
and cleaning the container easy. 
Washable by hand and leakproof. 

11293600 AVENUE BAMBOO CUTTING BOARD WITH KNIFE A bamboo 
cutting board with a built-in, stainless steel knife for all your chopping 
needs. The silicone pads beneath keep the cutting board securely in place 
while cutting. Comes in an Avenue gift box. 

10051004 BULLET 
CAMPFIRE MUG This 
lightweight mug is 
perfect for the outdoors. 
Use it on camping trips 
or while picnicking. It's 
handmade and has an 
enamel finish, giving 
it a vintage look. Fill it 
with up to 475ml of your 
favourite beverages.  

                 

SWEET AND SAVOURY 
HOLIDAYS

11294900 AVENUE 2-PIECE BAMBOO AMUSE SET FISH These two fish-shaped, bamboo amuse-
bouche plates are perfect for serving finger food. Presented in an Avenue gift box.  
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10052701 AVENUE COPA MINI COPPER 
VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE This double-
walled bottle's copper vacuum insulation 
ensures 350 ml of your favourite beverages 
are kept warm for 8 hours and cool for 48 
hours. Equipped with a screw-on lid and 
silicone strap. Comes in an Avenue gift box. 

       

10052103 AVENUE HUGO AUTO-SEAL 
COPPER VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE This 
double-walled, vacuum insulated bottle is the 
perfect drinking companion. The auto-sealing 
feature allows for an easier opening and overall 
drinking experience. 650 ml of your favourite 
beverage are kept warm for 12 hours and cool 
for 48 hours. Comes in an Avenue gift box.  

       

10051902 BULLET HUGO 
ISOLATING TUMBLER This 
double-walled, stainless steel 
tumbler will keep 420 ml of 
beverages warm for up to 2 hours 
and cool for up to 4 hours. It also 
features a press-on lid and spinning, 
geometric bottom.         

START WRAPPING
1  18970070 BULLET GIFT BOX FOR DRINKWARE (FOR 4 CERAMIC PIECES) Showing up empty-handed at a party is never a good idea. Use 

this gift box to wrap your next gift. Can be used to contain four items of choice from the following: 100364, 100365, 100377, 100378, 100522. 
Does not include drinkware.  2  18970069 BULLET GIFT BOX FOR DRINKWARE (FOR 2 CERAMIC PIECES) Showing up empty-handed at a 
party is never a good idea. Use this gift box to wrap your next gift. Can be used to contain two items of choice from the following: 100364, 
100365, 100377, 100378, 100522. Does not include drinkware.  3  18970068 AVENUE GIFT BOX FOR THE VALHALLA DRINKWARE Use this 
black gift box with glimmery gold details to contain a personalised drinkware gift set. Can be used to contain either a copper vacuum insulated 

1

3
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10053501 AVENUE NORSE COPPER 
VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE WITH 
CORK A sturdy, double-walled, copper 
vacuum insulated bottle, which allows 590 
ml of beverages to stay warm for 12 hours 
and cool for 48 hours. The bottle is 
anti-condensation and also features a 
screw-on cork lid. Comes in an Avenue gift 
box.       

10051701 AVENUE PINTO COPPER VACUUM 
INSULATED BOTTLE A stainless steel, copper vacuum 

insulated cup with a double-walled vacuum 
construction ensuring contents are hot for up to 12 

hours and cold for up to 48 hours. Contains 750 ml. 
Comes in an Avenue gift box.       

10046800 AVENUE VALHALLA COPPER 
VACUUM MUG A stainless steel, copper 
vacuum insulated mug with a double-walled 
vacuum construction ensuring contents are 
hot for up to 8 hours and cold for up to 24 
hours. Contains 500 ml. Comes in an Avenue 
gift box.       

mug and a copper vacuum insulated tumbler (100468 & 100467) or two, copper vacuum insulated tumblers. Does not include drinkware. 
4  18970067 AVENUE GIFT BOX FOR THE HUGO DRINKWARE Use this black gift box with glimmery gold details to contain a personalised 

drinkware gift set. Can be used to contain a copper vacuum insulated bottle and a copper vacuum insulated tumbler (100521 & 100520) of your 
choice. Does not include drinkware.  5  18970066 AVENUE GIFT BOX FOR THE PINTO AND CORZO DRINKWARE Use this black gift box with 
glimmery gold details to contain a personalised drinkware gift set. Can be used to contain a copper vacuum insulated bottle and two copper 
vacuum insulated cups (100517 & 100516) of your choice. Does not include drinkware.

5

2

4
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10725801 JOURNALBOOKS PU COVER DIGITAL PRINT NOTEBOOK WITH COLOURED SPINE An A5-sized white hard cover notebook with a 
coloured spine. Comes with a matching elastic closure, ribbon marker, and pen loop. Equipped with 80 sheets of cream-coloured, lined paper.   

   

FULLY
DIGITAL

PRINTABLE
COVER
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10715000 BULLET TWO TONE 
A5 MARBLE NOTEBOOK An 
A5-sized notebook with an 
external marble finish, matching 
elastic band and ribbon. 
Contains 80 sheets of lined 
70g/m2 paper.      

10722301 BULLET AVERY 
A5 NOTEBOOK An A5-sized 
notebook a thermo cover and 
matching ribbon. Contains 80 
sheets of lined 70g/m2 paper. 

10722901 BULLET TWO TONE COLOUR 
BLOCK A5 NOTEBOOK An A5-sized notebook 
with a two-toned, coloured cover. Contains 80 
sheets of lined 70g/m2 paper.          

10723602 BULLET TWO-TONE A5 CANVAS NOTEBOOK An A5-sized 
notebook with a coloured canvas and matching ribbon. Contains 80 sheets of 
lined 70g/m2 paper.  

10728001 JOURNALBOOKS A5 LASERCUT 
NOTEBOOK An A5-sized notebook with a thermo 
cover and laser engraving. Comes with an elastic 
closure band, ribbon, and 80 lined sheets of 80g ivory 
paper.          

10725701 JOURNALBOOKS 
A5 SUEDE NOTEBOOK An 
A5-sized, suede, hard cover 
notebook with matching 
elastic closure, ribbon marker, 
and pen loop. Equipped with 
expandable pocket and with 
80 sheets of cream-coloured 
lined paper. Packed in a black 
Journalbooks box.  

10723001 BULLET HEATHERED A5 
NOTEBOOK WITH LEATHERLOOK SIDE A 
heathered, A5-sized notebook with a leather 
side and matching ribbon. Contains 80 sheets 
of lined 70g/m2 paper.  

SAFEKEEP YOUR 
MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

SIGN WITH STYLE
1  107132 LUXE BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET (106203) Exclusively designed ballpoint and rollerball pen set. Packed in a Luxe gift box.      
2  107232 BULLET PRESENCE GIFTBOX A quality gift box to contain the quality Presence ballpoint pen, which is sold separately.          
3  107231 BULLET PRESENCE BALLPOINT PEN The unique Presence ballpoint pen. Matching gift box sold separately.           4  107237 

BULLET DIAMONDE BALLPOINT PEN A ballpoint pen with a durable, click mechanism.            
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10720103 BULLET SLIM ALUMINIUM 
BALLPOINT PEN A state-of-the-art 
aluminium ballpoint pen with a twist 
mechanism.                     

10714808 BULLET NASH LIGHT UP PEN 
COLOURED BARREL AND BLACK GRIP This 
click-action ballpoint pen comes with a soft-
touch grip to help you avoid writer's cramp and 
when personalised, your logo will light up. 3 
LR41 batteries included.                   

10714607 BULLET NASH LIGHT UP PEN SILVER BARREL COLOURED GRIP 
A stylish, click-action ballpoint pen with a silver barrel and a coloured, light-up 
soft-touch grip. 3 LR41 batteries included.                       

10714708 BULLET NASH 
LIGHT UP PEN COLOURED 
BARREL AND COLOURED 
GRIP Engrave this ballpoint 
pen with a personal logo and 
watch it illuminate as you use 
the soft-touch grip to get 
you through that stack of 
signature-ready documents 
at the office. 3 LR41 batteries 
included.  

                 

10723807 BULLET NASH COLOURED LIGHT UP 
BLACK BARREL BALLPOINT PEN An incomparable 

click-action ballpoint pen with a soft-touch grip to 
cover more writing ground. Coloured logos engraved 

on the pen will light up your days. 3 LR41 batteries 
included.                 

10721802 LUXE LACQUERED BALLPOINT PEN Lacquered 
ballpoint pen in Night black, Cobalt blue, and Chocolate brown 
with gold details. Includes premium quality black ink refill. Packed 
in a Luxe gift box.                                  
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

RAINY 
HOLIDAYS

10913400 LUXE 21” SCOTTSDALE 
2-SECTION FULL AUTOMATIC 
UMBRELLA An automatic windproof 
umbrella with fibreglass ribs and a 
foldable steel shaft. Comes with a 
matching pouch and folds down to 28 
cm in three parts.

10913300 AVENUE 23” FOREST SKIES 2-SECTION AUTOMATIC 
UMBRELLA An automatic, 2-section, 23" umbrella with a rain forest 
themed interior canopy. Equipped with a wooden handle and wrist 
strap.

10909600 AVENUE 21” CLEAR NIGHT SKY 2-SECTION AUTOMATIC 
UMBRELLA A starry umbrella with a cosmos designed canopy. 
Automatic, sturdy, and with a wooden handle and wrist strap. Comes 
with a storage pouch and folds down to 42 cm in two parts. 

10905804 BULLET 20” OHO 2-SECTION UMBRELLA 
A two-section umbrella with a firm plastic handle and 
metal frame. Comes with a storage pouch. 

2  18970073 AVENUE 
UMBRELLA GIFT BOX 
MEDIUM This gif box is 
tailor-made to contain 
23”, foldable umbrellas. 

1  18970074 AVENUE 
UMBRELLA GIFT BOX 
CYLINDER This gif box 
is tailor-made to contain 
21”, foldable umbrellas. 
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Other decoration techniques and positions available • Contact us for additional info.

HANG UP THE LIGHTS

1  10431900 BULLET AQUILA LED KEY LIGHT A white, light bulb-shaped LED keychain light. Batteries included.                 2  
11292900 BULLET LED COASTER WITH OPENER A bottle-opening coaster with colour-changing feature when bottle or glass is placed on top. 

    3  10432100 BULLET VELA 6 LED TORCH WITH GLOW STRAP LED flashlight with 6 white LEDs to help you get through dark alleys, find 
lost items, and more. The coloured, glow-in-the-dark silicone strap can be fastened anywhere. Batteries included.            4  10432000 
BULLET MERGA LED KEY LIGHT WITH GLOW STRAP LED flashlight with a single, bright, white LED to help you find your way when the lights 
go out. The coloured, glow-in-the-dark silicone strap can be fastened anywhere. Batteries included.            5  10053200 BULLET LUMI 
SPORTS BOTTLE This single-walled, sports bottle has a screw-on, anti-spill lid that also functions as a carabiner. Lid lights up in two different 
light modes. Can contain up to 590 ml.         
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Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 

1  3816221 ELEVATE VAILLANT LONG SLEEVE SHIRT Regular Fit/ 142 g/m²/ Oxford/ Easy-care finish/ Button-down collar.              
2  10727800 LUXE APHELION BALLPOINT PEN Superbly designed ballpoint pen with coloured upper and lower barrels. Includes premium 

quality black ink refill. Packed in a two-piece Luxe gift box.         3  13495800 BULLET RUBBER CYLINDER SPEAKER Listening to music 
and watching movies is now possible anywhere. Pair this high-quality, Bluetooth® speaker to compatible devices like iPhones, iPads, or Android 
devices. Equipped with a built-in microphone and external rubber finish. USB charging cable included.                 4  12021701 AVENUE 
VAULT RFID 15.6” COMPUTER BACKPACK This backpack features a large pocket on the front, a main zipped compartment for a 15.6" laptop, 
and a separate padded compartment for other devices like iPads or tablets. Two additional side pockets and pillow-like straps make this 
backpack one of a kind.       5  10832100 AVENUE ARYA ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING WIRELESS EARBUDS These noise cancelling earbuds 
are perfect for anyone looking to block out surrounding sounds of any nature. These quality Bluetooth® earbuds have a built-in microphone 
and a music control to answer calls, adjust the volume, and play songs. They come packed in a pouch and include a USB cable and ear tips. 
6  12373000 AVENUE COSMIC 8,000 MAH SOLAR POWER BANK WITH DUAL PANELS This charging bank is equipped with an 8000 mAh 

lithium battery ensuring a long-lasting charge, solar panels as a back-up, and an LED flashlight just in case it's needed. A dual USB and Micro 
USB charging cable is included.  
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12395001 AVENUE SOLSTICE WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 
Use this charging pad to wirelessly charge your smartphones. 
Compatible with both Android devices and latest iPhone 
models. Supplied in a white gift box.     

13496102 BULLET METAL 3-IN-1 CHARGING 
CABLE WITH KEY-RING The 3-in-1 charging 
keychain features a USB type C, type A, and a 
2-in-1 dual charging tip for both iOS and Android 
devices.        

10830000 AVENUE DAB RADIO DELUXE Radios just made a huge 
comeback with this portable DAB/FM radio. Equipped with on-screen 

information, automatic channel scan, built-in alarm with snooze feature, and 
FM tuner. Comes in an Avenue gift box.  

10053000 AVENUE GROVE 
PORTABLE JUICE BLENDER 
This juice blender is the 
perfect solution for blending 
fruits, vegetables, and other 
superfoods into healthy 
beverages within seconds. 
Can contain up to 750 ml 
of healthy juices, includes a 
Micro-USB to USB cable, and 
comes in an Avenue gift box.  

10053100 AVENUE BREW 
ALL-IN-ONE PORTABLE 
ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKER 
This is a one-of-a-kind, all-in-
one, portable coffee maker. 
The long, dreaded walks to the 
cafeteria for a cup of coffee 
are a thing of the past. The 
incorporated, powerful grinder 
will silently grind your coffee 
beans down to a brew-ready 
blend. A built-in filter and 
vacuum insulated tumbler will 
allow you to brew and sip on-
the-go. Can contain up to 420 
ml of coffee and comes in an 
Avenue gift box. 

RINGING IN
THE NEW YEAR
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1  10432700 STAC POSEIDON 31-PIECE TOOL BOX The tool case comes with a claw hammer, a 4mm flat screwdriver, combination pliers, a 
cutter knife, hex key holder containing 5 hex keys (2-6mm) with standard and ball ends, measuring tape, a voltage tester screwdriver, electrical 
tape, and 4 precision screwdrivers.   2  10432800 STAC SOUNION 16-PIECE TOOL BOX This comprehensive, portable, tool storage box 
comes with measuring tape, a monkey wrench, a cutter knife, a 3-way leveller, 8 hex keys (1.5-6mm), long nose pliers, a wire cutter, a voltage 
tester screwdriver, 4 precision screwdrivers (flat and Philips) with 10 bits (PH, PZ, flat, hex and adapter).   3  10430800 STAC ALL-IN-ONE 
SCREWDRIVER WITH FLASHLIGHT An all-in-one screwdriver with a magnetic pick-up tool and detachable flashlight is something anyone can 
make use of. Includes the following screwdriver bits: PH1, PH2, PZ1, PZ2 and SL4, SL5. Batteries included and inserted. Packed in a STAC gift box.  
4  10431000 STAC 5M MEASURING TAPE This measuring tape is great for anyone needing to measure something at any given moment. Comes 

with a belt clip, wrist strap, and auto lock function. Features both metric (cm) and imperial scales (inches). Packed in a STAC gift box.  
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10432500 STAC PARTHENON 18-PIECE TOOL BOX 
This tool box comes with a single white LED flashlight, 
a 1 meter measuring tape, a screwdriver handle with a 
magnetic extension bar and bit holder with 9 bits (PH, 
PZ, flat and Torx), and a socket wrench adapter with 4 
socket wrench heads (7/8/9/10).  

10429000 STAC COB WORKLIGHT WITH MAGNET 3W LED 
flashlight with 3 light modes. Magnetic base for hands-free use. 
Batteries included. STAC gift box.

10431300 STAC TELESCOPIC FLASHLIGHT 
WITH COB SIDELIGHT This one-of-a-kind 
flashlight comes with a magnetic pick-up tool 
that extends up to 40 cm, and a COB sidelight 
with 3 light modes: a white light, a red light and 
a red flashing mode. Batteries included and 
inserted. Packed in a STAC gift box.  

10429300 STAC HANGING TOOL ORGANIZER Strong and durable 
hanging tool organizer designed to be attached to a wall or table. 
It features pockets in various sizes for easy access and storage of 
different tools. STAC hangtag attached.  

10430900 STAC 13-FUNCTION MULTITOOL 
13-function multitool featuring a long nose and 
standard pliers, a wire cutter, three slotted screwdrivers 
(1/4”, 1/8” and 1/16”), a cross-head screwdriver, a 
serrated blade, a knife blade, a saw, a bottle opener, a 
nail file, and a can opener. Packed in a STAC gift box.  

13402900 STAC SPIDEY 8-IN-1 
SCREWDRIVER WITH TORCH 
This screwdriver is equipped with 
1 LED light, 3 Phillips heads, 3 
flat heads, and a small eye glass 
tool with screw-on cap. Press the 
button once for the flashlight, and 
again for the LED to illuminate the 
tools. Packed in a STAC gift box. 
Batteries included.  
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1  10726001 LUXE MIDAS NOTEBOOK & PEN GIFT SET A sophisticated set including an A5-sized soft cover notebook with gold features and 
matching ribbon, marker, and elastic pen loop, and a lightweight ballpoint pen with gold finished and premium quality black ink refill. Packed in 
a Luxe gift box.   2  10726500 LUXE TEXTURE CUT OUT BALLPOINT PEN A twist-mechanism ballpoint pen with an exclusive pattern on the 
upper barrel. Including a premium ink refill and packed in a Luxe gift box.  3  10727100 LUXE TWIST ACTION BALLPOINT PEN A stylish, twist-
mechanism ballpoint pen with a shiny chrome grip. Including a premium ink refill and packed in a Luxe gift box.  4  10726900 LUXE DUO PEN 
GIFT SET An elegant set containing a ballpoint pen and pouch. The pen and pouch are decorated with stylish, gold details. Including a premium 
ink refill and is packed in a Luxe gift box. 
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10726000 LUXE MIDAS NOTEBOOK & PEN GIFT SET A 
sophisticated set including an A5-sized soft cover notebook with 
gold features and matching ribbon, marker, and elastic pen loop, 
and a lightweight ballpoint pen with gold finished and premium 
quality black ink refill. Packed in a Luxe gift box.  

10712500 LUXE CITY BALLPOINT PEN Intricately 
designed ballpoint pen in both matte brushed gold with 
gold accents and matte brushed silver with chrome 
accents. Includes premium black ink refill and packed in a 
Luxe gift box.      

10711100 LUXE TACTICAL NOTEBOOK GIFT SET Wonderfully designed A5-
sized notebook with thermo PU cover, black ribbon page marker, magnetic 
closure, and 80 sheets of cream-coloured lined paper. Also includes a black 
ballpoint pen Both items are packed in a Luxe gift box.  

10722000 LUXE TACTICAL ROLLERBALL PEN This rollerball pen has 
a never-before-seen look and feel. Its barrel is wrapped with a tactical 
grip ensuring both comfort and durability. Includes a premium blue ink 
refill and is packed in a Luxe gift box.  

10721400 LUXE 
CEPHEUS BALLPOINT 
PEN A sophisticated 
ballpoint pen with a 
chrome or coloured 
lower barrel and shiny 
chrome accents. Includes 
a premium black ink refill 
and is packed in a Luxe 
gift box.      
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1  10713000 LUXE STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN This twist-action stylus ballpoint pen is a great writing instrument and comes in a plush velvet 
pouch. Packed in a Luxe gift box.      2  10724500 LUXE STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET An exclusive pen set including a ballpoint pen 
and a stylus ballpoint pen. Both great writing instruments. Includes a premium black ink refill and are both packed in a Luxe gift box.   
3  10721900 LUXE EMPIRE STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN An exclusively designed pen set containing a stylus ballpoint pen with patterns on the 

lower barrel and a dedicated area on the cap for decoration. Quality black ink is included. Packed in a Luxe gift box.  4  10712800 LUXE PACIFIC 
DUO PEN GIFT SET (106816) Unique pen set including a stylus ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen. The stylus ballpoint has a soft rubber tip 
compatible with all touch-screen devices. Includes a premium black ink refill and are both packed in a Luxe gift box.  
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10721600 LUXE LEATHERED 
BALLPOINT PEN A swanky ballpoint 
pen with a wrapped leather pattern on 
the lower barrel. Includes a premium 
black ink refill and is packed in a Luxe 
gift box.  

10721300 LUXE BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 
This lovely pair of pens is perfect for leaving 
an impression when signing or writing any 
documents. Both pens have beautiful patterns 
on the barrels and provide ample space on the 
cap for decoration. Includes a premium black 
ink refill and are both packed in a Luxe gift box.  

10712900 LUXE EMPIRE DUO PEN GIFT SET An 
exclusively designed pen set containing a stylus 
ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen with patterns on 
the lower barrel and a dedicated area on the cap for 
decoration. Quality black ink is included. Packed in a 
Luxe gift box.  

10724400 LUXE 
EMPIRE STYLUS 
BALLPOINT PEN An 
exclusively designed 
stylus ballpoint pen 
with patterns on the 
lower barrel. Quality 
black ink is included. 
Packed in a Luxe 
gift box.  

10711000 LUXE CARBON BALLPOINT 
PEN GIFT SET These carbon fibre printed 
ballpoint and rollerball pens are truly unqiue 
writing instruments. They comes in a 
protective pouch and are packed in a Luxe 
gift box.  

10712100 LUXE BOUND NOTEBOOK (A5 SIZE) Splendidly 
designed A5-sized notebook with 80 sheets of cream-
coloured lined paper, interior back pock, and pen loop. 
Packed in a Luxe gift box.  
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1  12030200 FIELD & CO. CAMPSTER 12 BOTTLE CRAFT COOLER This insulated cooler bag with an internal bottle divider is the ideal solution 
to keep your fluid intake levels high. It can carry up to 12 individual 350ml bottles at a time.   2  11293400 FIELD & CO. FIELD & CO SHERPA 
BLANKET This blanket has a classic look and is heavenly soft due to the combination of fleece and Sherpa. Presented with a ribbon and Field & 
Co. card.      
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12038701 FIELD & CO. FIELD & CO. CAMPSTER 22” DUFFEL BAG A retro-looking 
duffel bag with vented side shoe compartment, top grab handles, and a removable 
padded shoulder strap. Also contains an interior organisation panel and rear trolley 
sleeve. Made from Wool/Poly materials with vinyl accents. 

12030100 FIELD & CO. CAMPSTER 15” 
BACKPACK This retro looking backpack is 
stylish, durable, and spacious enough to contain 
a 15" laptop and plenty more in its interior space 
and front pocket.  

12012700 FIELD & CO. CLASSIC BACKPACK 
This exceptionally designed backpack has a main 
compartment with plenty of room to carry all of 
your belongings. There's a front pocket and also 
side pockets with Velcro fasteners to keep this nice 
and tightly closed. The straps are adjustable to any 
preferred length.  

12012800 FIELD & CO. CLASSIC 20” DUFFEL A duffel bag is always a good idea. This 
compact piece of luggage offers plenty of room to pack in your clothes and belongings 
for quick trips. A cotton canvas, front pocket, and durable handles make it all the better.  

11284102 FIELD & CO. SHERPA 
PLAID Blankets are something 
everyone needs. This cosy and 
comfy Sherpa plaid blanket is sure 
to keep you warm. Comes wrapped 
in a ribbon and with a Field & Co 
branded card.        
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1  10650900 WATERMAN GRADUATE BALLPOINT PEN This ballpoint pen is classically designed and is extremely functional. It's great for 
everyday use and is a perfect gift for any occasion. Includes a Waterman gift box and an extra pen cartridge.   2  10650800 WATERMAN 
GRADUATE FOUNTAIN PEN This ballpoint pain is classically designed and is extremely functional. It's great for everyday use and is a perfect 
gift for any occasion. Includes a Waterman gift box and an extra pen cartridge.   3  10651000 WATERMAN GRADUATE ROLLERBALL PEN 
This ballpoint pen is classically designed and is extremely functional. It's great for everyday use and is a perfect gift for any occasion. Includes a 
Waterman gift box and an extra pen cartridge.  
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1  10651500 WATERMAN HÉMISPHÈRE ROLLERBALL PEN A rollerball pen that neatly slides into pockets, bags, and diaries. The Hémisphère 
is a timeless, discreet pen perfect for anyone wanting to stand out. Includes a Waterman gift box and an extra rollerball refill.   2  10651601 
WATERMAN HÉMISPHÈRE BALLPOINT PEN A rollerball pen that neatly slides into pockets, bags, and diaries. The Hémisphère is a timeless, 
discreet pen perfect for anyone wanting to stand out. Includes a Waterman gift box and an extra rollerball refill.   
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1  107024 PARKER IM PREMIUM BALLPOINT PEN A highly reliable partner when it comes to writing. This Parker ballpoint pen is both durable 
and appealing for everyone thanks to the stainless steel nib and elegant finishes. Includes a Parker gift box and delivered with a patented 
QuinkFlow ballpoint refill.  2  107022 PARKER IM FOUNTAIN PEN Fountain pens are a timeless writing device, favoured among writers from all 
over. This polished, durable, and elegantly finished fountain pen is an indispensable piece for a great writing experience. Includes a Parker gift 
box and an extra cartridge.  3  107021 PARKER IM BALLPOINT PEN Reliability, durability, and sleek design are what best describe this gorgeous 
ballpoint pen. Includes a Parker gift box and delivered with a patented QuinkFlow ballpoint refill.  4  107017 PARKER URBAN PREMIUM 
BALLPOINT PEN This premium version of the Urban ballpoint is long-lasting and dependable. Great for writing short memos, rough drafts, 
signing documents, and much more. Includes a Parker gift box and delivered with a patented QuinkFlow ballpoint refill.  5  107016 PARKER 
URBAN PREMIUM ROLLERBALL PEN This premium version of the Urban ballpoint is long-lasting and dependable. Great for writing short 
memos, rough drafts, signing documents, and much more. Includes a Parker gift box and delivered with a patented QuinkFlow ballpoint refill. 
6  106483 PARKER VECTOR ROLLERBALL PEN Pens are an essential part of our daily lives. That's what makes the Vector rollerball pen great. 

It's universally usable, durable, and characterised by an exclusive design. Includes a Parker gift box and comes with a rollerball refill.  7  106480 
PARKER  VECTOR BALLPOINT PEN This reliable ballpoint pen is the perfect writing instrument. Comes in a Parker gift box and includes a 
ballpoint refill. 
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WHITE LABEL by ELEVATE

w
hite label.indd   1
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YOUR BRAND, ALL THE WAY DOWN 
TO THE LABEL
We’ve introduced a select group of styles that 
have a tagless label to feature your logo. Along 
with our typical low minimum order quantities, 
creating a custom collection is easier and more 
affordable than ever.

PRODUCT ENGINEERED FOR CUSTOM INTERIOR BRANDING

Decoration shown on products represent a variety of techniques and positions 
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3822398 ELEVATE CYPRESS FULL ZIP HOODY Global Fit/ 240 
g/m²/ Interior media pocket/ Interior custom branding options.  

         

3822494 ELEVATE 
KRUGER CREW 
SWEATER Global Fit/ 
240 g/m²/ Crew neck/ 
Interior custom branding 
options.             

3832125 ELEVATE KARMINE 
SOFTSHELL JACKET Global 
Fit/ 210 g/m²/ Mechanical 
stretch woven/ 5000 mm 
waterproof and 400 g/m² 
breathable/ Interior custom 
branding options.          

3810049 ELEVATE LIBERTY 
SHORT SLEEVE POLO Regular 
Fit/ 160 g/m²/ Interior custom 
branding options.   

           

3802398 ELEVATE FINNEY SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT 
Regular Fit/ 140 g/m²/ Tubular knit/ Interior custom 
branding options.              
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3334549 SLAZENGER BOUNCER INSULATED 
LADIES JACKET Regular Fit/ 105 g/m²/ Dobby 
woven/ 8000 mm waterproof and 600 g/m² 
breathable/ Contrast colour single Jersey lining. 

   

11931400 SLAZENGER WEMBLEY 
BACKPACK This exclusively designed 
backpack is perfect for anyone who 
loves playing sports. Equipped with a 
zippered main compartment with a media 
compartment, and a headphone port. 

10911101 SLAZENGER 32” BEDFORD VENTED 
STORM UMBRELLA A 32” umbrella with a polyester 
canopy and fibreglass shaft and ribs, protecting you 
from strong gusts of wind. Comes in a carry case 
with a shoulder strap.      

10017400 SLAZENGER BOLD 
SUNGLASSES These sunglasses alone 
will turn some heads at the beach. UV 
protective lenses and high-end design 
make these the perfect shades to wear 
when the sun's out. Supplied in a pouch 
that can also be used as a cleaning cloth. 

13403803 SLAZENGER GRIP 6 PANEL CAP 
100% heavy twill cotton with a fabric hook 
and loop fastener/ 275-280 g/m²/ visor, 
eyelets, crown peak, interior sweatband and 
interior crown tape in matching colours.    

       

1  3343197 SLAZENGER SWING INSULATED BODYWARMER   2  3348842 SLAZENGER PITCH MICROFLEECE JACKET             
3  3334625 SLAZENGER CHUCK SOFTSHELL JACKET           4  10911401 SLAZENGER NORWICH 30” 2- SECTION AUTO OPEN 

VENTED UMBRELLA       5  12014400 SLAZENGER CHESTER SAILOR BAG BACKPACK   6  10050700 SLAZENGER BALONDORRO 32 
PANEL FOOTBALL   7  10030600 SLAZENGER NEWTOWN SUNGLASSES     8  19548852 SLAZENGER CHALLENGE 6 PANEL SANDWICH CAP  

                 

3334897 SLAZENGER HUTCH INSULATED 
HYBRID JACKET Regular Fit/ 35 g/m²/ 
Quilted body and knitted contract fabric/ 
Drawstring in hood and bottom hem.   

   

10050600 SLAZENGER 
PICHICHI 32 PANEL 
FOOTBALL 3 layers of quality, 
hand stitched material make 
up this wonderful football. 
Whether it's a quick kick 
about or a full on game, you'll 
surely enjoy playing with 
this ball. Number 5 size and 
packed in a polybag with 
instructions.  
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1  11998800 MARKSMAN NAVIGATOR 14” LAPTOP CONFERENCE BAG A laptop bag like no other. Zippered front pocket and spacious main 
compartment for extra storage, 14” laptop and tablet compartment, adjustable straps, carry handles, and side loops to insert umbrellas and/or 
water bottles. What more could one ask for?.  2  10703600 MARKSMAN PEDOVA ROLLERBALL PEN This rollerball pen has a sleek design, with 
a leather wrapped bottom barrel and matte black upper barrel with chrome accents. Includes a black ink cartridge and is packed in a two-piece 
Marksman gift box.  3  10707900 MARKSMAN REVELLO NOTEBOOK A flexible, soft cover, A5 notebook with an elastic closure and ribbon page 
marker. It also includes a pen loop and a document pocket on the inner part of the back cover. Comes with 80 sheets of cream coloured lined 
paper and is packed in a black sleeve.      4  13003901 MARKSMAN ADVENTURER KEY CHAIN Newly designed keychain to keep your keys 
together neatly. Holds up to 6 keys. Comes in a Marksman gift box.      5  13003700 ADVENTURER RFID WALLET MARKSMAN Ordinary 
wallets just won't cut it anymore. You need something safe, compact, and stylish at the same time. This wallet is just that. It features secret 
compartments and panels where you can insert cards, cash, and keys. Comes in a Marksman gift box.  6  10703600 MARKSMAN DASH STYLUS 
BALLPOINT PEN A modern stylus ballpoint pen with unique patterns on the lower barrel. Includes a premium black ink refill and comes in a 
Marksman gift box.
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11972700 MARKSMAN ODYSSEY 15.4” LAPTOP 
BACKPACK A unique backpack with plenty of 
room. It features a small, front pocket, a main 
compartment with several internal pockets 
including a padded 15.4" laptop compartment, 
side pockets for extra storage space, padded 
handles, and comfy shoulder straps. 

12000101 MARKSMAN NAVIGATOR 15,6” LAPTOP BACKPACK 
Superbly designed laptop backpack. Features a zippered front pocket 
and spacious main compartment for extra storage, 15.6” laptop and 
tablet compartment, adjustable straps, carry handles, and side loops 
to insert umbrellas and/or water bottles. 

13003001 MARKSMAN ADVENTURER RFID FLIP OVER WALLET This cleverly 
designed wallet is the perfect solution if you're looking for a safe way to hold 
onto your money. The flip-to-secure mechanism allows for bills to be fastened 
tightly and securely away. Comes in a Marksman gift box.   

13003100 MARKSMAN 
PILOT RFID CARD 
SLIDER Aluminium card 
holders are the top of the 
line. It can safely hold up 
to 9 cards. Comes in a gift 
box.   

13004001 MARKSMAN ADVENTURER RFID CARD HOLDER A card 
holder such as this can help prevent your cards from being stolen and 
misused. It can hold up to 12 cards securely and comes in a Marksman 
gift sleeve.   

10911300 MARKSMAN 23" 
LIMA REVERSIBLE UMBRELLA 
This innovative, inside-out, 23" 
reversible umbrella can stand 
and drain out the water from 
its outer surface on its own. 
Equipped with a windproof 
frame and fibreglass ribs. 
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1  11291900 SEASONS SPHERE TERRARIUM With this round shaped terrarium, you'll be able to bring the outdoors in. Plant all types of micro 
greens, cacti, air plants, and more. Can be easily hung anywhere. Comes in a Seasons gift box.   2  11291500 SEASONS LANI CANDLE WITH LID 
Set a relaxing, scented, and most of all well-lit atmosphere in any room by lighting a candle. Use this glass candle holder to keep your candle in 
place. Comes in a Seasons gift box.         3  11291300 SEASONS LANE CARAFE WITH GLASS SET Use this lovely designed 1L carafe with a 
cork lid to make summery sangrias, refreshing drinks, and much more. Includes two 200 ml glasses and comes in a Seasons gift box.  
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11281000 SEASONS 
BAY BLANKET 
Cuddle up and get 
comfy with the 
extremely soft plush 
blanket. Comes in a 
Seasons gift pouch.  

11280900 SEASONS SPRINGWOOD PLAID 
This luxuriously soft plaid is made up of 
high quality fleece and Sherpa materials. 
Printing zipper included. Comes in a 
Seasons gift pouch.          

10032300 SEASONS HAMPTONS PLAID Wrap yourself in this 
warm, soft plaid made of high-end velour and Sherpa materials. 
Comes in a Seasons gift pouch.  

11289800 SEASONS 
FLOYD 2-PIECE LED 
CANDLE SET An LED 
candle set is a great 
decorative piece to place 
anywhere in the house. 
Two bright candles, 
without the fire hazard. 
Two AAA batteries 
included. Comes in a 
Seasons gift box.  11287100 SEASONS MILLER WINE 

AND DINE APPETIZER PLATE 
This appetiser plate is great for 
get-togethers. Use the wine glass 
holder on the side to hold your 
merlot as you enjoy olives, cheese, 
and many other delicious appetisers 
off the plate. Comes in a Seasons 
gift box.  

11287200 SEASONS MILLER WINE BUTLER Your dream of having a 
personal butler has now come true. Use this obliging butler to place 
your bottles and glasses on. Wine and glasses not included. Comes in a 
Seasons gift box.  
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1PS00012 AMERICANO PRIMO The Americano Primo mug is 
the smallest coffee mug in the collection, holding up to 250 
ml of your favourite blends. The coffee mug comes in different 
colours and is supplied with a clip-on lid and a soft, silicon 
grip. BPA free and dishwasher safe.         

1PS01015 AMERICANO 
MEDIO The Americano 
Medio mug is a medium 
sized, versatile coffee 
container. Pour up to 
300 ml of your favourite 
blends into it and enjoy 
the soft, silicon grip as you 
sip away. The coffee mug 
comes in different colours 
and is supplied with a 
clip-on lid. BPA free and 
dishwasher safe.  

       

1PS04015 AMERICANO GRANDE MUG The Americano Grande will hold up to 350 ml of your favourite 
coffee. The double-walled design helps keep your coffee warm for a long time. It comes in thirteen different 
colours and has a moulded handle in black or white. BPA free and dishwasher safe.          

1PS10201 BRITE AMERICANO THERMAL MUG The Brite 
Americano thermal mug holds up to 350 ml of your favourite 
hot beverage and will keep it warm for extended periods of 
time thanks to the double-walled design. This is an eye-
catching product. BPA free and dishwasher safe.          

1PS10604 AMERICANO 
MIDNIGHT The Americano 
Midnight is a thermal mug that 
can hold up 350 ml and comes 
in two different versions 
both with a black interior. 
Hot beverages are kept 
warm thanks to the double-
walled design. BPA free and 
dishwasher safe.      
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1  1PL0010 WORLDSOURCE LANA FULL COLOUR LANYARD -DOUBLE SIDE Lanyards are a great item for anyone to have. The metal hook 
allows for IDs, keys, name tags and more to be easily attached and worn around your neck. Available in 4 different widths: 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm.  
2  1PL0030 WORLDSOURCE BUCKS FULL COLOUR LANYARD - DOUBLE SIDE This lanyard is perfect to attach almost anything to it thanks 

to its sturdy, metal hook and plastic buckle. Available in 4 different widths: 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm.   3  1PL0070 WORLDSOURCE BALTA FULL 
COLOUR LANYARD - DOUBLE SIDE A lanyard has now become an essential part of our lives. Whether it's your ID or set of keys attached to it, 
you can no longer do without one. Available in 4 different widths: 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm.   4  1PL0120 WORLDSOURCE MINIK FULL COLOUR 
LANYARD KEYRING Use this mini lanyard to attach your car keys to it, or anything else you may want to keep from getting lost. Available in 4 
different widths: 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm.   5  1PL01601 WORLDSOURCE CARO FULL COLOUR CLEANING CLOTH SMALL You can't go wrong 
with this cleaning cloth. If you're constantly looking for something around you to clean your glasses or smartphone with, look no further.   6  
1PL01301 WORLDSOURCE EVI FULL COLOUR FESTIVAL BRACELET METAL Festival bracelets are a great idea for any promotional event. The 
removable closure makes it easy to be taken off at any time.  
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1PC05401 CELLY SMART CAR 
HOLDER GHOST PLUS  
The Ghost Plus magnetic 
device holder for vehicles is an 
avant-garde system that allows 
smartphones, navigators, MP3 
players and more to be fixed 
in either portrait or landscape 
mode depending on needs. It's 
extremely flexible and can be 
rotated 360 degrees. Comes with 
two adhesive plates to be applied 
to any smooth, flat surface. 

1PC05501 CELLY SMART CAR 
HOLDER GHOST VENT  
The Ghost Vent magnetic device 
holder for vehicles is a cutting 
edge solution that allows for 
smartphones, navigators, MP3 
players and more to be fixed 
in either portrait or landscape 
mode on air vents. It's extremely 
flexible and can be rotated 
360 degrees. Comes with two 
adhesive plates to be applied to 
any smooth, flat surface. 

1PC05701 CELLY WIRELESS CHARGER  
A lightweight, ultra-compact wireless charger 
perfect for charging any compatible device. 
The LED indicator flickers when the device 
placed on the charger is charging. 

1PC05301 CELLY UNIVERSAL 
BLUETOOTH® HEADSET BHSNAIL  
This is a Bluetooth® headset that can be 
connected to two devices at the same time. 
It's equipped with a built-in microphone, 
volume control system, and multifunction 
button. Listening to music, making phone 
calls, and listening to voicemails can now 
be done all at once, and it'll all last for up to 
8 hours. USB charging cable included.   
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1PA01500 PRIXTON PRIXTON SMARTWATCH 
SWB25 WATERPROOF This smartwatch is 
perfect for outdoor activities of any kind. It's 
water-resistant and can also monitor heart rate, 
sleep quality, burned calories and more. A free, 
compatible app is available for Android and iOS. 
Includes an orange and yellow strap and comes 
with a 360 mAh battery.  1PA01300 PRIXTON SMARTWATCH 

SWB221 Smartwatches are great 
for so many different reasons. This 
well designed device functions as a 
pedometer, monitors sleep, serves as 
a camera remote, and more. A free, 
compatible app is available for Android 
and iOS. A free, compatible app is 
available for Android and iOS.  

1PA10800 PRIXTON ACTIVITY 
TRACKER AT800 This smart band is 
top-notch. Use the colour, touch screen 
to view burned calories, heart rate, 
blood pressure, distance covered and 
more. It’s also IP67 waterproof. Comes 
with a micro USB charging cable and is 
presented in a deluxe gift box.  

1PA20900 PRIXTON ACTION CAMERA DV608 This compact action camera will perfectly record all your 
best moments. Its water-resistant case and long-lasting battery ensure you'll be able to use it anywhere 
and for longer periods of time. Micro USB charging cable included and wrapped in a deluxe gift box.  

1PA50100 PRIXTON DRONE PREDATOR DR200 BATTLE Battle it out with these two laser 
drones. Outstanding flight stability and precise laser targeting systems guarantee long-lasting 
fun. They can be controlled from distances of up to 30 metres and can soar for up to 5 minutes. 
Two controllers included.  

1PA10103 PRIXTON ACTIVITY TRACKER AT300 Track your time, distance, and burned calories. 
You can also monitor the quality of your sleep. There's a free app available to download for both 
Android and iOS, compatible with the tracker. Micro USB cable included. Packed in a deluxe gift 
box.             
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Images and logos used in the creation of the collection are not intended to imply that this company has purchased the item nor should they be taken as a 

definitive reflection of the finished printing parameters available on this product. Licensed products are reserved for B2B activity only and cannot under any 

circumstances be offered for retail resale.
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1 HXD (T) • Unique decoration method • Add dimension to a logo • Perceived value of Embroidery combined with colour range and 
detail of True Edge Transfer  • Durable • Available for a wide range of garments • Max print area: 100 x 75 mm

2 LASER ENGRAVING (HG) (T) • Create a high-class impression • Unique tone on tone • Best on mid-range 
colours • Unlimited washability

3 PADPRINT (HG) • Great all round cost effective solution • Can be applied on virtually any shape • Suitable for any surface 
texture, including soft products like stress balls • Perfect for multi coloured logos • Fast and economical

4 DIGITAL PRINTING (HG) • Perfect for multi coloured logos • Create a unique effect with matt, gloss or embossed 
finishes • Strong resistance to fading or damage • Ideal for small quantities  • Can only be applied to flat or slightly curved surfaces

5 DEBOSSING (HG) (T) • Striking 3D appearance • Subtle tone on tone look • Great for real and imitation leather 
products • Ideal for waterproof fabrics • Unlimited washability

6 DOMING (HG) • Create a 3D effect • Strong resistance to fading or damage • Can only be applied to flat surfaces

7 EMBROIDERY (HG) (T) • Classic decoration technique • Suitable for both flat and irregular surfaces • Tread colours to match 
any logo • Up to 12 colours per embroidery • Perfect for left/right chest and left/right bicep

8 INFUSION (T) • Create an untouchable decoration with razor sharp detail • Offers a comfortable, breathable decoration • Offers 
unlimited colours for one set up

9 (TRUE EDGE) TRANSFER (HG) (T) • Ideal for fabrics • Perfect for logos with many colours • Allows for extreme detail 
like small text • Economical solution for multi colour printing or smaller quantities • Maintains integrity of waterproof fabrics 

10
SUBLIMATION (HG) • Premium full colour photorealistic prints • Suitable for polyester fabrics (minimum 60% polyester) and 
polymer coated products • Soft, flexible imprint that can even be applied over seams and zips • Decoration is resistant to fading and 
cracking • Only suitable for white products

11 SCREENROUND (HG) • Long lasting results • Apply sharp, high quality decoration on curved products • Economic choice for 
large quantities • Multi colour decoration available on a selection of pens • Ideal for text

12 HOTSTAMPING (HG) • Exceptional superior impression • Ideal for real and imitation leather product • Available in silver and 
gold finish

13 SCREENPRINT (HG) (T) • Long lasting results • Good cost effective solution for larger quantities • Allows single and multi 
colour decorations • Great choice for a distressed look and feel • Can only be applied to flat surfaces

YOUR FINISHING TOUCH

Different techniques are suitable for different types of products and are indicated with T for Textiles and HG for Hardgoods. 
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